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ABSTRACT

In the last decades, ‘youth’ has increasingly become a fashionable
category in academic and development literature and a key
development (or security) priority. However, beyond its biological
attributes, youth is a socially constructed category and also one
that tends to be featured in times of drastic social change. As the
history of the category shows in both Morocco and Tunisia, youth can
represent the wished-for model of future citizenry and a symbol of
renovation, or its ‘not-yet-adult’ status which still requires guidance
and protection can be used as a justification for increased social
control and repression of broader social mobilisation. Furthermore,
when used as a homogeneous and undifferentiated category, the
reference to youth can divert attention away from other social divides
such as class in highly unequal societies.
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There is a general consensus on the fact that since the dawn of the new millennium the Middle
East and North Africa (MENA) has witnessed a phase of renewed political mobilisation
that reached a peak in 2010-11 during the so-called Arab Spring. In the period immediately
following the ‘youth-led’ wave of protests, an enthusiastic and positive narrative on youth
permeated media reports, development literature and global and national government
discourses. Youth as ‘revolutionary actors’ were associated with dynamism and positive
agency, the engine for long-needed change in the region.1 However, as soon as post-revolt
transitions turned into authoritarian restorations, civil wars or simply presented the danger
of instability, a more paternalist, negative and at times securitising discourse took over,
insisting that youth’s potential deviance and extremism threatens societies with large youth
populations.2
Leaving aside for the moment the contrasting and almost schizophrenic narratives on
youth, it is a fact that ‘youth’ has increasingly become a fashionable category in academic and
development literature and a key development (or security) priority for governments and
organisations like the World Bank, the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
or the International Labour Organisation (ILO).3 All this enthusiasm or preoccupation with
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young people could not go unnoticed and this article aims at critically analysing the way
youth is framed and utilised in the official or mainstream discourse by national governments
and by development and academic literature in relation to political agency, mobilisation
and prospects for change in general. After all, youth is – beyond its biological attributes – a
socially constructed category and one that tends to be featured in times of drastic social
change. Youth can in fact represent either the wished-for model of future citizenry and a
symbol of renovation or, by emphasising youths’ ‘not-yet-adult’ status requiring guidance
and protection, a justification for increased social control. Furthermore, when used as a
homogeneous and undifferentiated category, youth can divert attention away from other
social divides such as class (but also gender, ethnicity, etc.) which are increasingly relevant
in highly unequal and fragmented societies.
The empirical examples for the article are taken from the cases of Morocco and
Tunisia.4 Both countries were involved in a major reconfiguration of state / capital /
labour relations following the gradual implementation of Structural Adjustment
Programmes from the 1980s onward in ways that dramatically transformed the nature
of labour relations, the role of the state vis-à-vis the family and market, and the modes
of state intervention and control,5 with implications for the dynamics of collective
mobilisation. Both countries were hit by the so-called Arab Spring, although the
Moroccan monarchy succeeded in taming and/or co-opting rising opposition more
successfully than in Tunisia where it resulted in the immediate fall of the Ben Ali regime.
Also, the category of youth has a long history as a target of public action and symbol of
change in both countries, dating back to independence – something that was revamped
again in the nineties and, above all, in the post-2011 phase. Finally, both Moroccan
and Tunisian youth are the object of a large development literature by international
agencies, national institutions and academics.

Youth between social change and social control: from independence to
neoliberal reforms
As already mentioned above, the category of youth becomes more relevant in times
of change, not least because young people are associated with renovation, dynamism
and transformative power, albeit with different meanings depending on the stakes at
play in specific historical phases. A brief look at the history of the narratives on youth
in both Morocco and Tunisia proves this statement to be true. In both countries, in
fact, the category of youth first appeared with the emergence of a bourgeois nationalist
movement (Young Moroccan or chaban watani and Young Tunisian movements) and the
decolonisation process. At that time, youth embodied the new spirit of modernisation
and social progress embedded in the nation-building project of which the emerging
urban élites were the vanguard. After independence, the reference to youth as a positive
force of change tried to turn a specific class-based ideal into a universal axiom, but the
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et al., “L’Etat face aux débordements”; Zemni and Bogaert, “Trade, Security and Neoliberal Politics”; El-Said and Harrigan,
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‘hopes of the nation’ were not in fact all young people, but only those with an urban,
educated and middle class background (and males, in the case of Morocco).6
Notwithstanding the differences between the two countries, the post-independence social
pact was based on the provision of education, employment opportunities and relative social
mobility in exchange for regime loyalty and political acquiescence. In Tunisia, President Habib
Bourguiba restricted and co-opted political mobilisation in state-sponsored organisations
such as, for youth, the Union gènerale des etudiants de Tunisie, but also the juvenile sections
of the regime party, youth centres, scout organisations and the like. All these institutions
contributed to defining and diffusing the category of youth itself among the population and
were fundamental in forging the national culture and consciousness of the new generation
along predetermined paths to adulthood and, more broadly, in rallying different social strata
behind regime policies in an inclusive and corporatist fashion.7 In Morocco, where the social
welfare system remained highly unequal and limited, reflecting a more conservative social
pact than in Tunisia,8 employment problems and social discontent emerged in the 1960s
already, provoking a wave of worker and student protests. The growing politicisation of the
lower to middle classes was seen as a threat to the country and harshly repressed by various
means.9 Protesters were also paternalistically portrayed in the official media and government
discourse of the time as deviant, immature youth in need of guidance, victims of external
instrumentalisation and conspiracies.
The category of youth was again revamped in the public debate following changes in
the two countries’ political economy in the 1980s and 1990s with the implementation
of neoliberal economic reforms. Morocco and Tunisia took measures in favour of the
private sector, revising labour laws to induce greater labour market flexibility, pushing for
privatisation, providing incentives to investors and establishing free trade zones. The role
of the state vis-à-vis labour was redefined by abandoning the policy of offering university
graduates a job, reducing the public sector workforce through early retirement schemes
and lowering their wages/social benefits, while increasingly delegating the responsibility
for providing jobs to the private sector (business, non-profit actors, family and selfemployment). These reforms were accompanied by dramatic increases in unemployment,
precariousness and insecurity of labour relations, particularly among youth10 and, in their
early phases (1980s and early 1990s) by waves of social and labour protests denouncing
their negative effects.11
In both countries mounting labour problems were increasingly framed as “youth
unemployment among the educated” and explained mainly in terms of young men and
women lacking adequate skills to meet market requirements (the employment-education
nexus). This view, echoing that of global institutions imposing neoliberal reforms,
primarily attributed unemployment to the shortcomings of the young people themselves
and wrongly assumed that an education better tailored to the market and a stronger spirit
6

Bennani-Chraïbi and Farag, “Jeunesse des sociétés arabes”; Bono, “Une lecture d’économie politique”.
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‘changement’”; Meddeb, Courir ou mourir; Pfeifer, “Neoliberal Transformation”.
11
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of self-entrepreneurship among youth would automatically bring them into the labour
market.12 The focus on youth had the added advantage of being able to portray social
marginalisation as a residual consequence of the demographic bulge, rather than as a
product, for instance, of concrete economic policies carried out by the regimes in as much as
the undifferentiated category of youth helped to conceal issues of growing class inequalities
and social conflict, which were sharpening in the 1980s and ’90s.13
In Morocco, the application of structural adjustment and diminishing public spending
led to massive cutbacks in public sector employment ending the policy of offering a job to
university graduates; wages were frozen between 1983 and 1987.14 In this context, in the
early 1990s with the creation of the Conseil national de la jeunesse et de l’avenir (CNJA), and
even more in the 2000s, with the new King, a specific category of youth, that of “educated
unemployed males”, became a political priority on the public agenda.15 In 1991, unemployed
graduates started organising by establishing the Moroccan National Association of
Unemployed Graduates (Association nationale des diplômés chômeurs du Maroc, ANDCM)
in Casablanca to demand jobs in the public sector, thus denouncing the breach of the social
pact based on the promotion of the urban middle classes.16 In response to the emergence
of a new movement that risked threatening the social order, King Hassan II attempted
to depoliticise the question of unemployment by publicly acknowledging the problem of
diplômés chomeurs and, while repressing student movements and trade unions, allowed the
ANDCM to enter the public arena.17 Public programs specifically targeting unemployed
graduates were launched in the 1990s and intensified in the second half of the 2000s,18 but
at the same time the ANDCM was progressively transformed into a corporatist organisation
which aimed more at negotiating limited job quotas in the public administration than at
questioning reduced labour rights for the middle and lower classes. Regular negotiations
with the groups of unemployed postgraduates also allowed public authorities to supervise
the protesters’ political positions.19
In Morocco, a major turn in public policies came with the first ‘gouvernment d’alternance’
of Abderrahman Youssufi in 1998 and with young King Mohammed VI’s accession to the
throne in 1999. Public authorities were already increasingly concerned with the security
risks of rising social tensions and started placing the ‘social question’ high on the agenda.20
In December 1999, Mohammed VI advised the new government to make “the integration of
youth” (intégration de la jeunesse) together with women and marginalised regions, one of the

For Morocco, see the studies by the CNJA (Enquête nationale auprès des jeunes; Enquête nationale éducation-formation);
World Bank, Morocco: Strengthening Poverty; and the speech given by the King, 8 October 1999, http://www.maroc.
ma/fr/discours-royaux/discours-de-sm-le-roi-mohammed-vi-lors-de-l’ouverture-de-la-session-d’automne-de-la, 30 July
2001, http://www.maroc.ma/fr/discours-royaux/discours-à-loccasion-du-deuxième-anniversaire-de-lintronisation-de-samajesté-le-roi. For Tunisia, World Bank, Dynamique de l’emploi, and Breaking the Barriers to Youth Inclusion.
13
For a critical analysis of the concept of youth exclusion, see Paciello and Pioppi, A Comprehensive Approach.
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chômeurs au Maroc”; Emperador, “Does unemployment spark collective action”, 198.
17
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18
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19
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major goals in the 1999-2004 development plan.21 As a part of this overall reorientation of
public discourse and action, the ‘youth question’ gained centrality together with the ‘women’s
question’ (see, for example, the reform of the mudawwana, the family code, in 2003-04).
However, while reaffirming the centrality of the social question, the regime went ahead
with the neoliberal economic policies that were at the heart of the exacerbation of social
and economic problems and inequalities, as well as the increased labour insecurity and
precariousness. Morocco’s integration into the global market, instead of creating good job
opportunities for the educated young as the dominant narrative stated, was based on lowcost outsourcing in unskilled activities, such as clothing industries, often tapping into a
reserve of young female labour.22 The spread of free zones such as the Tangiers Zone, the
expansion of agro-export production (e.g., in the coastal area of Gharb and in tomatoproducing regions such as Souss-Massa) and the off-shore regime in the service sector
(particularly call centres) have been major sources of exploitation of young labour.23
The proliferation of programs and initiatives tailored to youth in the 2000s were
instrumental to extending the neoliberal agenda. First of all, the need for policies aimed
at correcting an increasingly unjust political economy system was reduced to a matter of
protecting specific categories deemed to be more vulnerable, such as young people and
women. Second, they were basically geared to alleviating the state of the responsibility
to provide jobs, university education, vocational training and social services. This was
delegated to hybrid/public-private forms of management (such as the Muhammad V
Foundation and the Hassan II Fund),24 the private sector, and the young people themselves
through an emphasis on individual responsibility and self-employment. The plethora of job
creation programmes implemented in Morocco in the 1990s-2010s were based on giving
strong impetus to youth enterprise creation and improving the employability of graduates
through training and professional internship programmes in private companies. However,
these programs completely failed to provide youth with long-term and good quality
jobs, deepening precariousness and insecurity by offering very low wages and temporary
contracts.25
In the 2000s, alongside the unemployed graduates a new category of youth emerged
as an object of public concern and target of public action, that of “youth living in poor
marginalised areas” exposed to the risk of religious extremism and threatening the country’s
security. The 2003 terrorist attack in Casablanca was largely framed by public authorities
and the media as a problem of youth extremism strictly correlated to extreme poverty and
social misery.26

21

See the speech given by the King to the government, 16 December 1999, http://hiwar.justice.gov.ma/HiwarFr/uploads/
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Unlike Morocco and other countries in the region, in Tunisia the Ben Ali regime tried to
avoid public alarmism on the issue of youth unemployment and migration,27 as this would
have contrasted with Tunisia’s ‘economic miracle’ and success story. Still youth and youthassociated problems (delinquency, drug abuse, juvenile extremism and to a certain extent
graduate unemployment) increasingly became truisms of public discourse when dealing
with the country’s social problems.28 In Tunisia also, public action increasingly prioritised
employment creation, as is evident from the boom of initiatives and employment programs
tailored to the educated unemployed with the support of external donors in the 2000s.29
Paradoxically, however, Ben Ali’s strict control over access to job creation programmes
and legal migration channels was instrumental to managing the political discontent of the
new generation.30 For example, negating the delivery or renewal of passports to Tunisians
who were not members of the ruling party or were suspected of opposing the regime
was aimed at discouraging social protests, particularly among the unemployed in poor
marginalised regions. Given the discretionary power of the judiciary and the ambivalence
of the 2004 migration law, those unable to migrate could be easily accused of participating
in or preparing for illegal border crossings if they were not acquiescent to the regime.31
Given their low turn-out in elections, scarce participation in formal political institutions
and voluntary work, young people in both countries, as well as more generally in the region,
were described as being apathetic and uninterested in politics prior to 2011.32 In the early
2000s, the new Moroccan king took a number of measures to favour the participation
of youth in civic and political life.33 The voting age was lowered to 18, while the 2002
amendments to the law of association allowed more space for the creation of youth
organisations. Nevertheless, regulation and supervision of youth associations remained
the domain of the Ministry of Interior, while those with a political agenda were subject
to heavy sanctions or excluded from the distribution of resources.34 Focusing specifically
on youth participation was part of a broader rhetoric of ‘good governance’, participative
development and pluralism that translated – again with the support of international partners
and donors – into a booming but largely apolitical associational sector and an apparent
increase in participation that did not challenge the absolute supremacy of the monarchy.

27

The 10th Development Plan (2002-2006) optimistically claimed that the unemployment rate had declined from 15.6% in
1994 to 15% in 2001 as proof of the positive results of the employment policies pursued by the government (Tunisian
government, Xème Plan de développement, 88). Similarly, the 11th Development Plan (2007-2011) applauded the success
of economic and social policies, announcing that unemployment had declined to 14.3% in 2006 from 15.1% in 2001
(Tunisian Government. XIème Plan de développement, 14). Public authorities very seldom referred to the unemployment
of graduates as a problem, preferring more neutral expressions such as “the question” of the employment of graduates
(Hafaïedh, “Trajectoires de chômeurs diplômés en Tunisie”). For more detail, see Paciello et al., Youth in Tunisia.
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The ‘youth revolutions’
The 2010-12 Arab uprisings, unanimously labelled ‘youth revolutions’ regionally and
internationally, triggered a real explosion of the category of youth in relation to social
change and transformative power at all levels of public debate and academic production.
In Tunisia, the day of Ben Ali’s departure from the country, the 14th of January, became
the ‘revolution and youth day’, while youth became the priority, at least discursively, of the
post-revolutionary governments. This is well illustrated by article 8 of the new Tunisian
Constitution of 2014 which states, still reminiscent of the post-independence rhetoric:
La jeunesse est une force agissante au service de la construction de la Nation. L’Etat veille à
fournir les conditions permettant aux jeunes de développer leurs capacités, d’épanouir leur énergie,
d’assumer leurs responsabilités et d’élargir leur participation au développement social, économique,
culturel et politique.35

More in general, in the post-revolutionary political debate, youth came to embody
dynamism and positive change and the lively part of society that was repressed and
mistreated under authoritarian rule. A number of academic works and international agency
reports were published on youth-related issues and the revolutionary role of youth, youth
creativity, youth needs and youth exclusion as the push factors for the revolts.36
As well illustrated by Mayssoun Sukarieh and Stuart Tannock in their inspiring book,37
there are a number of problems in this enthusiastic, unanimous and acritical appraisal of
youth transformative power, youth revolutionary potential and, generally, the idea of an
identifiable youth agency or youth as coherent actors of social and political change. First
of all, the use of an undifferentiated category of youth in relation to social and political
mobilisation (as well as socio-economic problems). This has a strong depoliticising effect,
especially when youth is taken to represent a homogeneous and coherent political actor as
if all young people have specific interests different from the rest of society, thus replacing
other social groupings such as labour or class.
In Morocco, where the 2011 protests did not lead to a regime change, the rhetoric on
youth was also revamped in the public discourse just as it was in other countries of the
region.38 The February 20th movement, a large popular movement composed of many
different activist groups, forms of protests and social constituencies (sit-ins of unemployed
graduates, strikes and demonstrations of organised labour, women’s movements for land
access and gender rights, Islamist movements and associations, etc)39 was unanimously
referred to as a “youth movement” thereby not only negating the universal character of
the protests and confining them to “youth demands”,40 but also, again, concealing their
structural causes and overlooking broader social conflicts.41
35

[Youth are an active force in building the nation. The state seeks to provide the necessary conditions allowing young people
to develop their capacities, let their energies bloom, take on their responsibilities and broaden their participation in social,
economic, cultural and political development.] Constitution tunisienne 2014, Chapitre I - Les Principes Généraux.
36
The examples in academic or development literature are too many to give a full account. See Honwana, Youth and
Revolution; World Bank, Tunisia, and Promoting Youth Opportunities; and ILO-Tunisian Ministry of Employment, Transition
vers le marché; the new Arab Human Development Report, Youth and the Prospects, etc.
37
Sukarieh and Tannock, Youth Rising?
38
As an example, see the speech by the King in August 2012 (Discours adressé par SM le Roi à la Nation à l'occasion
du 59ème anniversaire de la Révolution du Roi et du people, http://www.maroc.ma/fr/discours-royaux/texte-intégraldu-discours-adressé-par-sm-le-roi-à-la-nation-à-loccasion-du-59ème).
39
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40
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41
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In Morocco, the official narrative on youth, re-invigorated after 2011,42 continued to
be functional to preserving the existing power system and the continuation of neoliberal
policies even more than in the countries where incumbent regimes were overthrown.43
Public authorities focused on the importance of enhancing “youth participation in the
economic, social, cultural and political development of the country”,44 and initiatives
targeted to youth proliferated.45 This was in stark contrast, however, with the top-down
approach through which the new Constitution was prepared under control of the King, the
cosmetic political changes it introduced and the repressive strategy (from the use of force to
intimidatory practices) pursued by state authorities against the February 20th movement’s
activists and other forms of protests.46
The post-2011 overemphasis on youth mobilisation/youth movements had the effect
of moving the spotlight away from pre-existing political organisations such as the labour
movements and other forms of socio-economic protests which, although weak and
fragmented, still played an important role in creating the pre-conditions for the mass
revolts.47 It also led to an underestimation of the diverse class and regional composition of
the 2011 uprisings in both countries,48 which soon became evident in the fragmentation
and divisions following the early phase of protests.
Mainstream academic analyses have generally over-stressed the spontaneous character of
the protests carried out by ‘non-politicised youth’ independent of political institutions, using
the new social media. However, the 2011 mobilisations in both Morocco and Tunisia were
coordinated with actors of varying degrees of organisation: political opposition parties, trade
unions and civil society organisations.49 In Tunisia, the 2008 Gafsa mining basin mobilisation
that anticipated the 2011 uprising was coordinated with a number of organisations such
as the Association tunisienne des femmes democrats (Tunisian Association of Democratic
Women, ATFD), and the Ligue Tunisienne des Droits de l’Homme (Tunisian Human Rights
League, LTDH), lower cadres of the main Tunisian trade union, the Union générale tunisienne
du travail (UGTT), as well as the Tunisian association of unemployed graduates (Union des
Diplômés Chômeurs, UDC), associations of Tunisian expatriates living in France, journalists,
human right activists and the like who also played an important role in 2010-11.50
Furthermore, post-2011 development discourse attributes an enormous potential (and
related responsibility) to young individuals as actors of (progressive) change through
individual processes of empowerment, thereby offering the political parallel of the economic
mantra of youth self-entrepreneurship as a solution to unemployment and worsening labour
conditions.51 Recent academic literature on youth and social change also concentrates on
For examples of this ‘new’ discourse, see the National Strategy of Youth (Stratégie nationale intégrée de la jeunesse)
(2015-2030) elaborated under the strict supervision of the World Bank and the Centre pour l’Intégration Méditerranéen
de Marseille (Ministère de la Jeunesse, Stratégie nationale intégrée).
43
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44
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45
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49
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50
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51
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individuals. Linda Herrera and Asef Bayat, for instance, emphasise the transformative
power of youth, describing how young people challenge, react or adapt to their perceived
marginalisation in a number of ways, exerting their individual agency by appropriating public
space and claiming their rights to it.52 Recent research on youth and political mobilisation
tends to concentrate more on the micro level, on the individual paths of young activists,
rather than on the dynamics of collective agency, thus underestimating the importance of
organised struggle and mass organisations in bringing about substantial change.
Moreover, the prism of the youth category portrays labour conflicts as intergenerational.
Youth are not normally associated with organised labour movements, and are mostly linked
in both Morocco and Tunisia to the unemployed or ‘unemployed graduates’ category
while, following the same narrative, the previous generation strenuously tries to protect its
‘privileges’ with defensive and anachronistic forms of protests, draining scarce resources
away from the new and more dynamic generation. This narrative hides issues of the political
economy of labour that concern the entire society, as worsening labour conditions and
high unemployment are two sides of the same coin. Although youth are at the epicentre
of the (un)employment crisis generated by neoliberal reforms, such policies have also
significantly undermined the economic conditions of traditional working classes, namely
post-independence workers employed in the public sector, with a dramatic impact on their
wages and security of employment. Moreover, this narrative further divides the already
fragmented working classes along generational lines, hindering the potential for organised
labour to build alliances with the less organised unemployed and the precarious.
The political and academic enthusiasm for youth since 2011 has further multiplied
programmes and initiatives targeting youth, mainly carried out through international
cooperation and national NGOs.53 However, the policy solutions in both Morocco and postrevolutionary Tunisia seem to be in full continuity with the past as they propose to expand
existing training, internship and income-generating programmes to reach “disadvantaged
youth” (les jeunes défavorisés) living in rural areas and reinforce the neoliberal policies54
that have proven to be unsuccessful in terms of lowering inequalities and creating quality
jobs. The persistence of protests, particularly in marginalised and poor regions, as well as
the phenomenon of irregular migration show that structural problems are far from having
been addressed.
After the enthusiasm for the uprisings slowly ebbed, another discourse emerged in both
Morocco and Tunisia resonating previous regimes’ discourses on unsupervised youth being
fertile ground for extremism and violence. This time, the negative construction of youth is
applied for instance to those Tunisians volunteering to join the Islamic State,55 or supporting
local Salafist groups or jihadist organisations (such as the ones that attacked the Bardo
Museum on 18 March 2015). It is also applied to those who live in the working classes
areas of Tunis or smuggle in the Kasserine region, both stigmatised as terrorists,56 and also
more broadly to the unemployed who continue to mobilise in the marginalised regions,

Herrera and Bayat, Being Young and Muslim, 15.
A quick look at the internet suﬃces to spot a plethora of youth initiatives in Morocco and Tunisia by national governments,
development agencies and global powers. See also Huber, “Youth as a New ‘Foreign Policy Challenge’”.
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and who are accused of posing threats to national security and destabilising the country.57
From revolutionary heroes, ‘excluded’ youth have thus become potential terrorists, illegal
migrants and troublemakers undermining national cohesion and the prospects for a bright
future, reflecting the need for public authorities to restore order, stability and security. Again,
the explosive social conflict caused by rising inequalities and a failed development model
is reduced to a question of juvenile extremism or youth as easy prey for (foreign) Islamic
radical groups, which can be dealt with with a mix of repression58 and the preaching of
tolerance through education or anti-radicalisation programmes.

Conclusion
This brief overview of the way the category of youth has been framed and used in Morocco
and Tunisia since independence, should have made it clear that any study of youth agency
cannot avoid questioning the category itself and how it has been socially constructed at
different historical times. Actually, we can even take the argument one step further by
suggesting that it is precisely the way in which the youth category is framed that is revealing
of instances of social change and continuity at any given time since youth are “at the crossroad of social reproduction”.59
In the post-independence state-centred phase, different mechanisms were created to
co-opt or control the younger generations through public sector employment programmes,
but also various social and political institutions that served to forge a national feeling of
belonging via a common path to adulthood. The last decades have instead been characterised
in both Morocco and Tunisia (but a similar analysis could be carried out in other regions
of the world) by a reduced state capacity for inclusion, which is compensated regionally
by an increased resort to pure coercion and securitising discourse. Generally worsening
labour conditions, high unemployment and diffuse precariousness are undermining the
predetermined path to adulthood, especially for medium to lower social strata. At the
same time, the privatisation of education and dismantling of state political and social
institutions are enhancing social fragmentation and provoking a de facto segmentation
of the mechanisms of social reproduction as more and more private, formal or informal
institutions replace the state in providing social aggregation, identities and allegiances.
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